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REPRODUCIBLE

Figure 9.1: Team Discussion Tool—
Vocabulary Instruction Activities and Graphic Organizers

Activities

Directions: Of all the vocabulary strategies listed, which types do you currently use during your mathematics 
lessons as part of instruction? Which might you try?

Cloze Passages
Use cloze passages for steps to build student familiarity with text structures, vocabulary, and comprehension.

1. Retype a passage and place a blank line in place of strategic words.
2. Have students read the passage and try to determine from context the words that might fit in the blanks.

Students earn five points for using words from the textbook and three points for using another word that
makes sense to them in the context of the passage.

3. Read the correct passage to the whole class and allow students to score their work. Discuss whether
words students chose that differ from the author’s make sense in the context of the passage.

4. Have students total their points to determine the “winner.”

Survival Words
This six-step activity uses inquiry to determine how well students may understand vocabulary words they need 
to successfully read a mathematical task.

1. Choose several words that may trip students up and that students are likely to see again, or use a list of
high-frequency words from the mathematics unit the class generates.

2. Have students make a chart that has the following six column headings: Word, A, B, C, D, and Meaning.
3. Have students copy each word down in the first column of the chart and check the appropriate A, B, C, or D

category for each word.
A. I know the meaning, and I use the word.
B. I know the meaning, but I don’t use the word.
C. I’ve seen the word before, but I don’t really know it.
D. I’ve never seen the word before.

4. Ask students to write the meanings of as many of the words as they know in the meaning column.
5. Break students into groups to share the words and meanings they are most confident about.
6. Go over their charts with students and answer any questions, giving additional information or clarification as

they need it.

Making Meaning
This five-step activity is especially effective with English learners, but it also helps any student to make meaning 
of vocabulary.

1. Divide a 3 × 5 note card into quadrants.
2. In the upper-left quadrant, ask students to write the vocabulary word in English or his or her most

comfortable language.
3. In the upper-right quadrant, ask the student to write a synonym for the vocabulary word or to write the

word in his or her most comfortable language.
4. In the lower-left quadrant, ask the student to define the word in any language using his or her own words,

not a verbatim definition from a text.
5. In the lower-right quadrant, ask the student to make meaning of the word with a picture or example.
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Word Wall
In this activity, the word wall displays words used throughout a unit. Students give meaning to the words on 
display. 

1. Identify common unit vocabulary words.  
2. List the words on chart paper or on a whiteboard in the classroom. Keep the word wall in the same part of 

the classroom all year.
3. As words from the unit appear during instruction, students write the meanings of the words and write 

an example or draw a picture in their notes or math journal to make sense of the word. One student 
documents his or her work on the class chart paper.

Tip: Reference the word wall routinely in class.
At the beginning of the unit, use a graphic organizer like a KIP chart that follows to help students make meaning 
of the words.
At the middle and end of the unit, use a graphic organizer like a foldable (see the example that follows) to help 
students connect the words and show relationships.

Graphic Organizers

KIP
KIP is a graphic organizer that uses a chart to document important vocabulary: key vocabulary, information about 
the vocabulary, and a picture drawing of the word. The five steps are:

1. Create a chart like the one that follows. 

Key Information Picture

Example:

2. Students document the key vocabulary (K) in the chart. Each word will have its own chart.
3. Students write information (I) about the word—their own definition for the word.
4. Students draw a picture (P), if appropriate, for the word.
5. Students write or draw an example showing the word.

Highlights
This four-step graphic organizer encourages students to read problems thoughtfully and document what the 
problem is asking.

1. Have students read directions to a problem set or a word problem.
2. Have students underline the important information and provide a clarifying symbol if possible (for example,  

put a + above the word sum or = above the word is).
3. Have students circle what the problem requires them to solve for.
4. Discuss how problems are similar or different and help students use the vocabulary to understand the type 

of problem that is being asked.

Frayer Model
This is a graphic organizer for vocabulary.

1. Have students write the word they are going to define in the middle of the graphic organizer.
2. In the upper left corner, have students write the definition of the word (in their own words).
3. In the upper right corner, have students write the facts or characteristics they know about the word.
4. In the lower left corner, have students write or draw an example of the word.
5. In the lower right corner, have students write or draw a nonexample of the word.

Word

Definition (in own words)

Examples

Facts or Characteristics

Nonexamples
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Foldable
A foldable is a tool used to organize vocabulary for any unit. Most foldables require one sheet of paper that you 
fold or cut to creatively organize words, definitions, and examples. You can use foldables to integrate reading, 
writing, thinking, organizing data, researching, and other communication skills into an interdisciplinary mathematics 
curriculum (Zike, 2003). Visit www.pinterest.com/k8ekakes/math-foldables for more information about using a 
foldable.

Definition or 
Example

Definition or 
Example

Definition or 
Example

Source:
Dale, E., & O’Rourke, J. (1986). Vocabulary building: A process approach. Columbus, OH: Zaner-Bloser.

Frayer, D. A., Fredrick, W. C., & Klausmeier, H. J. (1969, April). A schema for testing the level of concept mastery 
(Working Paper No. 16). Madison: Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning.
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